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Description
The Socket & See DMM DSO Utilities Multimeter is an
indispensable instrument in the realm of electrical
testing, designed to meet the needs of professionals
and hobbyists alike with its blend of precision and
versatility. Equipped with True RMS functionality, non-
contact voltage detection, and an advanced system
to nullify ghost voltage, it guarantees accurate and
safe measurements essential for a wide range of
electrical tasks, from installation to complex
troubleshooting. The multimeter's ergonomic design,
featuring a protective rubber boot, ensures durability
and comfortable handling, making it an ideal tool for
prolonged use in various environments.

This multifunctional device excels in providing a
comprehensive range of measurements including
voltage, current, resistance, and temperature,
supported by the convenience of a flexi current clamp
for direct current measurements without additional
tools. Its user-centric design is evident in features such
as a backlit display for low-light visibility, a hold
function for capturing measurements, and an auto
power-off feature to conserve battery life. The

package is rounded off with practical accessories like
fused test leads, a fabric carry case, and a k-type
thermocouple, enhancing its utility and portability for
fieldwork.

In summary, the Socket & See DMM DSO Utilities
Multimeter represents the pinnacle of electrical testing
tools, embodying accuracy, safety, and user
convenience. It adheres to rigorous safety standards,
including BS EN 61010 certification, ensuring reliability
for users across all levels of expertise. With its
comprehensive set of features, ergonomic design, and
a suite of useful accessories, it is a vital asset for
electricians, engineers, technicians, and enthusiasts,
streamlining diagnostics and troubleshooting in any
setting.

Socket & See Single Function Testers & MFTs
Socket & See PDL Pro
Socket & See RCD Pro
Socket & See IRC Pro

Socket & See MFT5000 Multifunction Tester

■ True RMS functionality for accurate electrical
measurements

■ Advanced non-contact voltage detection for
enhanced safety

■ Automatic ghost voltage elimination to prevent false
readings

■ Ergonomic design with a protective rubber boot for
durability and comfort

■ Comprehensive measurement capabilities: voltage,
current, resistance, temperature

■ Includes a flexi current clamp for easy current
measurements without extra equipment

■ User-friendly features: backlit display, hold function,
auto power-off

■ Complete with essential accessories: fused test
leads, fabric carry case, k-type thermocouple,
magnetic fob

DMM DSO

Accurate, Versatile
Electrical Multimeter


